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Proterozoic eon early eukaryotes

The Paleo roterojoa period (2500-1600 ma) was a period of profound environmental change (Clouds, 1968a, 1972: Netherlands, 1984). Two independent sediment observations have long been cited to support the hypothesis that the atmosphere initially accumulated a significant amount of oxygen during
this interval. The band iron formation (BIF), a typical Precambrian sediment consisting of iron minerals and silica, is rich in succession older than the horse in 1900, but is rare in young sequences (Figure 1.1). Continental red beds show the reverse distribution. The origin of marine iron formation is
perhaps the need for anaerobic and deep oceans for the storage and transportation of iron, and red beds can only be formed when land or offshore marine deposits come into contact with atmospheric oxygen. Thus, it was inferred that the BIF- red bed metastasis indicates a rise in atmospheric oxygen.
Complementary information comes from Akian's desolate Uranus and early protégé amortization rocks. Because these uranium minerals can survive long-term transportation only in media with little or no oxygen, ca. The lack of nether sediment sediment, younger than 2300 Ma, also points to an important
environmental shift (Figure 1.1; Roscoe, 1969; Grand Staff, 1980; Netherlands, 1984). Not all scientists have accepted the validity of these observations or interpretations (see Dimroth and Kimberly, 1976) clemand and badham, 1982; Windley et al., 1984). At least some red beds precede the end of BIF
deposition, achian granite has a paleontology profile indicating the oxidative environment, and it has been repeatedly claimed that oxidized sulfate (sulfate) occurs in some of the oldest known sedimentary heirlooms. All these observations are accurate, and we should ask whether they ruled out the
interpretation of oxygen poor archaeology and the early Proterozoic environment. The answer seems to be no. The formation of red beds and oxidative weathering profiles on granite substrates requires oxygen, but only a fraction of the quantity (e.g., Netherlands, 1984; pinto and netherlands, 1988) -
considerably less than required for aerobic metabolism. Marine sulfates do not require free oxygen at all -H2S can be sterilized as anaerobically by SO4 2-photosynthetic bacteria, and photochemical oxidation of volcanic S and SO2 was probably a steady source of sulfur oxide in archaeological waters
(Walker, 1983). Traction (1990) has claimed the development of aerobic breathing, especially in the early archaeological period, and therefore, the presence of 1-2% PAL (current atmospheric level) O2 in the atmosphere since that time. The possibility that oxygen levels have reached a physiologically
significant threshold is not contradicted by the rare geochemical data available for early archaeological rocks (see below); However, towe's model suffered from the absence of O2 is a sink other than Fe2+. We believe that the neglect of volcanic gases in his model casts considerable doubt on the validity
of his analysis. Another controversy about the cloud model posit that geologic and geochemical indicators of low PO2 during the early Proterozoic may be the result of burial dysplasia, which usually acts to reduce minerals. Similarly, the oxide facies claim that iron formation itself is a perulate replacement
of carbonates. None of these views can sustain critical scrutiny. While oxidation and reduction can occur during both diagenesis, there is ample evidence that at least some harmful emperors and most iron formations have primary sediment origins. Paleosol's new data adds quantitative rigor to the debate
about paleoroterojoa environmental changes (Netherlands and Zvinden, 1988; Netherlands, 1989; Netherlands and Beukes, 1990). To date, all paleosols under 1900 studied are highly oxidized. Fe2+ in the parent rock of the paleosol was quantitatively oxidized in Fe3 + was stored in paleosol as a
component of Fe3+ oxide or hydroxide. This is evidenced by the almost immutability of the ratio from total Fe to Al2O3 and the ratio for TiO2 from total Fe within this paleosol and parent rock. In 1900, paleosol, older than the U.S., lost almost all iron from the top of the horse, which was developed on the
base rock. Some of this lost iron was recovered from the lower part of paleosol. There is some evidence that iron loss was much less pronounced in Ma Paleosol before 1900, which was developed in granite rocks. According to these observations, the O2 content of the atmosphere prior to 1900 is
sufficient to oxidize more than a small portion of the iron developed in the soil of the base rock, but sufficient to oxidize a much smaller amount of iron in the soil developed in granite rock (Figure 1.2). Further research into paleosols is needed to confirm the generality of these observations. If confirmed ca
to the O2 content of the atmosphere between about 2700 and 2200. It is possible to assign a approximate value of 1% PAL (pinto and netherlands, 1988). Pre-reminedata for the distribution of rare earth elements (REEs) in paleosol suggests that the Eu in paleosol is present in the reference state of +3
after at least 2750 horses, the atomic state of Ce of paleosol was changed from +3 to +4 between 2750 and 1800. These results indicate that fe is consistent with them and rees precambrian may subscribe to iron as a useful indicator of oxygen evolution in the atmosphere. Data on paleosols developed
from one rock on foot was recently supplemented by information on paleontology profiles developed in the carbonate facies Kuruman iron formation in western Africa (Netherlands and Beukes, 1990). The profile is probably ca. Developed 1900 Ma. It is highly oxidized, while the high degree of iron
retention It can be used to show that PO2 probably exceeded 15% PAL (Figure 1.3). This is higher than the minimum value of PO2 set by the iron operation of the paleosol developed in the vocal rock, the O2 content of the atmosphere is about 1~ &gt; 15% PAL between 2200 and 1900 indicates that it
has risen to 1.1.1. The inferred transition from paleosol data is inferred from the time distribution of iron formation and coincides with the humulating of the last known occurrence of harmful uranus ore by hundreds of millions of years (Knoll, 1979). Walker et al, 1983). Isotopes very light organic late
archaeology and early protégé sediment rocks were interpreted at least in terms of the initial emergence of environments that could maintain aerobic metabolism locally (Hayes, 1983). This data suggests that PO2 can be increased to at least two phases: an initial rise from extremely low oxygen tension to
approximately 1 to 2% pal level, and later increased to a later level of around 2100 Ma (also referred to as walkers, 1983). It is not clear why oxygen levels should increase in this way. The origin of oxygen cyanobacteria is properly constrained on time, but it certainly occurred before 2100 Ma. The fossil
morphological diagnosis of this group is known only in 2000 by Ma (Golubic and Hoffman, 1976), but plausibly the remains of Ciano bacteria were discovered in early archaeological cherts (e.g. Skopand and Packer, 1987). Buick (1992) has argued for sedimentary and geological evidence that the
sthromatolite of the 2800 Ma Fortescue Group of Australia's 2800 Ma Fortescue group should have been built by oxygen photo toatrov. If haze's interpretation of carbon isotope records is correct, cyanobacteria were emitted before 2800 horses. Prior to 2800, Ma sediment records were sampled too badly
to determine whether abnormal photocarbons were widespread in the early archaeological rakustrin environment. The increase in atmospheric oxygen was probably triggered by an increase in primary productivity and/or a decrease in the rate of oxygen consumption. At very low O-2 levels 1 to 2% PAL
may be associated with increased productivity associated with rapid continental growth and stabilization during late archaeology/early Proterozoic (Knoll, 1979, 1984; Cameron, 1983). In contrast, the increase in later &gt;15% PAL seems unrelated to major perceptual events. Today's high oxygen levels in
the atmosphere must be related to the role of PO2 in balancing the redox of atmospheric-biosphere-marine-resource-peer systems. But the nature of the connection is still debatable. Atmospheric PO2 determines the concentration of O2 in surface seawater, but the effect of O2 concentration on seawater
in the burial efficiency of organic matter in marine sediment slight (see Betts and The Netherlands, 1991). Because nutrients are a more likely link between PO2 and organic stores Percentage of PO2 and long-term O2 generation. A plausible argument can be made by linking PO4 3-marine geochemistry
with iron marine geochemistry to the O2 content of today's atmosphere. If this argument turns out to be valid, the history of atmospheric O2 may have been controlled by a complex feedback system involving the marine geochemistry of iron and phosphorus. PO2 ca. The rapid increase of 2100 Ma may
have indicated the passage of the system across the threshold from one normal state to another. At first glance, the fossil record appears to provide strong support for the link between environmental and biological evolution. The oldest known fossil of possibly eukaryotic origin remains in the spiral coil,
giant 2100 Ma shale (Han and Runnegar, 1992) in Michigan. Microfossils of possible eukaryotic origin are first prevalent in rock 1800 to 1600 Ma (Figure 1.4A-D) and molecular biomarkers for eukaryotic organisms are similarly known in the rock ≤1760 Ma (Summon and Walter, 1990). Unfortunately,
paleontology documentation is hampered by serious problems with paleontology evolutionary changes. The fossil record at about 1800 Ma is significantly improved (e.g., Schopf, 1983), so paleontology first appeared, it is not clear that it necessarily records evolutionary innovation. Paleontology evidence
is certainly consistent with the early Proterozoic models of environmental and biological evolution, but currently, fossils do not provide a strong, independent confirmation of these connections. Documentation of microfossil assembly by ma municipalities before 2100, representing various paleontology, is
necessary to reinforce or reject the conclusion that fossilized protastoes were emitted when the deposition of iron formation was discontinued. With the unsatisfactory state of paleontology evidence in mind, ask why evolutionary changes may have attended the atmospheric transition of the paleontology
era. PAL (relatively less defined number of less than about 1%; Schopf, 1983), aerobic metabolism is impossible, and there is limited atmospheric protection against ultraviolet (UV) radiation that destroys DNA (Kasting, 1987). The rate of nitrate production in the atmosphere by lightning may well have
been in order of lower size than today (Young and McElroy, 1979; Levine et al, 1982); However, the difference between the current rate of nitrate production (Boruki and Chameides, 1984) and the speed 2500 to 2000 Ma depends on the CO2 pressure of the palaisoff rojoain atmosphere. Casting (1990)
suggested that if there is no O2 in The PCO2 of 0.2 atmosphere (atm) no production rate is only twice as low as the current. At CO 2 pressure of 0.02 ATm (i.e. 60 PAL), the fixed speed is probably only one-tenth of the current speed. It would have been more extensive and intense in the O2 sea, which is
lower than the current ocean. Therefore, NO3- is almost Prior to 2100 Ma supply is very scarce and biological N2 fixation should be the main source of nitrogen available to primary producers. H2O 2 may have been an important oxidizer in early anaerobic regions (such as Kasting, 1987); Before O2 itself
became an important component of the atmosphere, biochemical defenses against molecules commonly considered reactive intermediates to oxygen biochemistry are possible (McKay and Hartman, 1991). The conditions described in the previous paragraph certainly apply to viota, which existed before
the evolution of cyanobacterium photosynthesis. After the advent of oxygen photosynthesis it is unclear how long these conditions last. As mentioned above, the ancient sinuses of oxygen chianobacteria are properly constrained, although it can easily be as large as 3500 hemp, the oldest negligible strain
of sedimentary rock (Knoll, 1979; Scott and Packer, 1987). As mentioned earlier, approximately 1-2% of PAL's PO2 is expected to appear for an extended period before 2100Ma (see Towe, 1990). This is the oxygen level of both biological and environmental importance. At approximately 1% PAL, aerobic
metabolism is possible by single-celled organisms, and effective ozone screens expand the ecological potential of life. When PO2 rose to 1-2% PAL, aerobic metabolism would have quickly followed in organisms already protected from oxygen toxicity. In particular, aerobic breathable bacteria with greater
energy than fermentation may have been rapidly (and multifacetedly) emitted from photosynthetic ancestors. The flavin-based oxygen utilization pathway evolved in archaeology and amitochondrial eukaryotes. At this O2 level, air chloride production levels may have been significantly lower today (see
above). As a result, nitrogen fixers were able to maintain significant advantages in primary production. Ancestral eukaryotes form a purple bacterial aeroand nacibi association, gaining the benefits of aerobic breathing. However, symbiosis with photosynthetic procayothee may not have formed at the same
time. Nitrogen fixation is unknown in the plasted and appears to be prohibited (Postgate and Eddie, 1988); The reason for this is not clear, but it may contain oxygen toxicity. Some early algae may not occur in the absence of a significant amount of nitrates in the environment, even if obtained a nitrogen
heterogeneous property, mandatory photosynthetic eukaryotes (including all existing giant algae). These considerations suggest different biological focus for the 2100 Ma oxygen event. Nitrate availability may have increased dramatically as oxygen increased to levels above 10% PAL, rather than radically
new metabolism (see above). Compulsory photosynthetic eukaryotes would have become feasible. with the ability to avoid nutrient depletion. Adjacent layer of cells, eukaryotic primary producers would soon become ecologically significant as primary producers. So it's no surprise that the 2100 Ma shale
contains giant algae or slightly young rocks containing a rich skull that is similar to that of a young eukaryphytototototo. How does this environmental scenario compare to the known botany of eukaryotes? Figure 1.5 shows the evolutionary relationship between living eukaryotes determined by the sogin et
al .1989. Giardia at the foot of a tree, a common pathogen in the digestive system of vertebrates. Biochemically, Jardia shares more features with Jean-Caryote than any other known eukaryote. But superstructured, it is clearly a true eukaryote; It contains membrane boundary nuclei, undulipodia (9+2
knosphline), and a cytoskeleton (albeit a very simple one). On the other hand, Jardia does not have mitochondria and does not have a well-developed ER or osteoclast. This organism swallows heterogeneous, particulate foods (phagocytosis) and absorbs dissolved organic molecules. The food is
metabolized by the classic Emden-Meierhof passage of glycoris. Jardia cells can not be a classic aerobiosy, it is possible to use oxygen as a terminal recipient to reduce the equivalent. The system uses flavin and sulfur sulfur proteins and does not contain cell chromium. The cells seem to derive almost
no energy benefit from this reaction (Müller, 1988). The following branches in Figure 1.5 are occupied by microscopic foria, triconenad and related pro-tests. Both groups are clearly specialized as mandatory parasites (microsporidian apparently rely on external sources of ATP), but they maintain the
ability to supplement the picture of early eukaryotes developed in Giardia. The microscope is characterized like prokaryote of ribosomal tissue and lacks mitochondria; Unlike Jardia, they have a well-developed lining system. Trichomoniad is also lacking mitochondria, free biospecies live in aero-
internalmican anaerobic heterogeneity (Margulis et al., 1989). Some contain small organts called hydrogenplasticity, which is thought to be an anaerobic equivalent of mitochondria. Other anticellular bacteria are given certain metabolic functions such as symbiosis cellulose (Müller, 1988). To date, RNA
sequence data is available to a relatively small number of prolists, and organisms can recognize branches earlier than Giardia. Nevertheless, important features shared by Giardia, microsporidians, and trichomonads suggest that these organisms may provide important clues to the nature of early euclane
organisms. They appear to have endened anaerobic but aerobic lobe, motile (usually using eukaryotic undulipodia), cytoskeletons and membrane systems that have endoscopy. Whether the first eukaryotes could live The environment without o2 where life began is uncertain. Since Giardia cannot
synthesize most of the lipids, it is necessary to incorporate lipids in its environment (Jarroll et al., 1989). The growing environment of modern Jardia is the small intestine of the vertebrate host, and the lipids adopted in this environment include sterols. This raises an important issue, sterol synthesis is ca.
because ≥0.2% require molecular oxygen at a concentration of PAL (Chapman and Schopf, 1983). If sterol synthesis is a primitive feature of eukaryotes subsequently lost by Jardia, eukaryotic cells could not occur until at least low levels of oxygen accumulate in the atmosphere. This requires that the
origin of cyanobacteria precede the diverification of eukaryotes, and the rapid early diversification scenario sconsistent with recent phytochemicals, fungi and agakua / eukaryote clades (Iwabe et al., 1989; 1990, Besides sorrow, however, the three kingdoms are different from the kingdoms that are
considered different from simple common ancestors (Woese, 1987), or, it can be a late innovation of sterol synthetic nuclei organisms, and sterols by Jardia can be relatively recent, and perhaps associated with professional habitats. As PO2 rose to 1-2% PAL levels, their ability to maintain intracellular
symbiosis and their ability to maintain intracellular symbiosis would have placed them well for continuous evolution. All branches above the level of triconenad are mainly occupied by mitochondrial-containing organisms. Exercise plasticsurgery includes both free living bacteriophagous forms and
mandatory parasites (notorious trypanosomes). Often coprozoic, they are usually most common in organically rich environments with low oxygen content (Such as Margulis, 1989). Kinetoplastids are closely related to a much better-known group, Euglenid. Euglenid is typically characterized by a green
photosynthetic protest Euglena. However, most organisms in this group are heterogeneous atrophy, and there is reason to believe that the euglenid acquisition of plastids was a relatively recent event involving the integration of green algae symbiosis or chlorophyll (Gibbs, 1981; Whatley, 1981). Therefore,
for the purposes of this argument, excessive weight should not be given to euglenid plastid. Kinetoplastids and euglenids both provide a perspective on early mitochondrial bearing eukaryotes as aerobics, allowing bacteriophagous to sink potential symbiosis and thrive in relatively low PO2. Eukaryotes
may have gained ecological fame as micro predators and scavengers. It became important as a light toterofus. Other sequence organisms that branch earlier than the main bird limbs are amebomastigos (water organisms that live with amoebas in a nutrient-rich environment with light emitting under
common soil and low nutritional conditions); Entamebas (often parasitic, some without mitochondria, others with bacterial symbiosis); and cellular mucus molds. The crown of the eukituintree is embedded in the photosynthetic member (Sogin et al., 1989). As claimed by Cavalier Smith (1987), there is no
very structural reason that organisms capable of sinking mitochondrial precursors can also not integrate cyano bacteria. The diversity of photosynthetic eukaryotes clearly indicates that once a plasted acquisition is possible, a number of protégés have acquired it. Barriers to protoplastid acquisition can be
environmental, and the relatively late rise of PO2 provides a plausible explanation for the plant observed from 1 to 2% PAL to &gt;15% PAL. Until this increase in PO2, the availability of NO3- may have been severely limited, giving ecological benefits to free life, nitrogen-fixing cyano bacteria. As oxygen
levels increased, nitrogen activity was suppressed (Towe, 1985) and abnormal nitrogen availability increased beyond the order of size. Eukaryocyo phytophylplankton and bento can be emitted to become an important part of most surf ecosystems, except in stressful environments such as stressful
environments such as the upper intertidal areas of the limited coast (a well-represented environment in proterozoic fossil records). Surprisingly, as paleontology data grows, we can see that the big bang of high eukeric evolution did not occur between 1200 and 1000Ma (Knoll, 1992b). The early birds,
including the 2100-horse fossilized bird, appear to belong to an extinct lineage. Given the requirement that three independent criteria be met, we cannot clearly accept the cloud hypothesis associated with early vocaldevelopment. Geochemistry and paleontology records are improving rapidly. It now
appears to fit well with molecular genetics records, and at least matches paleontology observations. The modified cloud model provides the best framework for available biological and geochemical data. Data.
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